
The Big History Timeline Stickerbook: From the Big Bang to the present day; 14 billion years on one
amazing timeline! By Christopher Lloyd The timeline is detachable so you can spread it out on the
floor and then display it on the wall when it is finished! Each stickerbook also comes with a
colouring in page. Also in the Timeline Stickerbook Series: The Nature Timeline Stickerbook the
story of the natural world from the dawn of life 4 billion years ago to the present day The Science
Timeline Stickerbook the history of scientific discoveries from the Stone Ages to the present day The
Shakespeare Timeline Stickerbook the life and 38 plays of the world’s most famous bard: William
Shakespeare The Timeline Stickerbook Collection A boxed set of the Big History.

Very high quality. The timeline starts with the Big Bang and continues right up to the Present Day
telling the story of the history of the world including topics such as: the creation of the natural world
human prehistory and historical people events in Asia Africa the Americas and Europe from religious
leaders to buildings to battles!Created in association with the American Museum of Natural History
this unique timeline stickerbook has over 100 beautifully illustrated stickers that you can use to fill
in the 5 foot long timeline which has captioned Nature and Science Timeline StickerbooksThis
timeline is perfect for helping children explore chronology and sequencing in a fun educational and
entertaining way. Our timeline starts back at 14 Billion years ago so there was quite a discrepancy
with this books timeline and ours but this 0995576653 This is a good first timeline for my
kindergarteners. BUT seriously disappointed that I have to draw in my own line for the first Africans
arriving to all of the Americas for slavery and the USA's CIVIL WAR and the abolishment of slavery
in the United States:

White silhouettes to show you where to place your stickers, 0995576653 Love the way this book
makes history come alive for kids! 0995576653 Great to see timeline with prehistory included! My
daughter loves this, 0995576653 La línea del tiempo se ve interesante pero desafortunadamente
viene maltratado y eso hace que toda la línea esté doblada, 0995576653 The perfect home learning
activity for children aged 3 7!This stickerbook brings the history of the world to life: Follow your
natural curiosity and build your own 5 foot long timeline with over 100 stickers of important people
places and events in the history of the world, The Big History Timeline Stickerbook: From the Big
Bang to the present day; 14 billion years on one amazing timeline! My son loves this timeline. We're
using it as a part of his social studies for homeschool: There's an explanation at the bottom of the
scale since it changes as you move forward in time, My son loves the stickers provided and looks
forward 0995576653 We only kept our stickers but even that was a great value: We are doing our
own timeline and I wanted the stickers which were impossible to find. 0995576653 Good for young
kids! Be prepared to do some research to explain the vocabulary 0995576653

.

. I was impressed. When you fold it out it's huge. Coffee and 0995576653 You learn while playing


